
Technical words and names can be confusing, 
some refer to things on screen or on our 
devices or others are actually brand names 
we use in regular speech.

One of the most frequent frustrations I have 
providing assistance over the telephone to 
clients is when I refer to the Start Button or 
the Taskbar and there is a blank pause 
while my client searches for something on 

screen they instinctively use and click every time they use their computer. 

The Start Button is the Windows Logo that appears on the bottom left of a Windows 
computer or tablet. It was introduced in 1995 as the button to click to “start” doing 
anything. In earlier versions of Windows it actually said the word “Start” on it. In 

Windows 10 it is still the button to click to access everything to do on your computer or 
tablet, but there are now many other ways of doing things without using it.

Other devices such as tablets and smart phones usually include a Home Button. Whether you 
are pressing Start, or Home, that’s the button that leads you to everything that is available 
on your device, but gradually Apple, Google, Samsung and others are depreciating it’s use. A 
Macbook computer from Apple has never had a home button. Instead everything is accessed 
from the “Dock” of icons across the bottom of its screen.

“Icons? What are Icons?” The word “icon” is a noun that has four separate meanings. It could 
be “a devotional image of Christ or another holy figure”, it might be “a person or thing 
regarded as a representative symbol or as worthy of veneration,” possibly it’s “a sign which 
has a characteristic in common with the thing it signifies”, but in the world or computing and 
technology (and I am not quite sure why), it means “a symbol or graphic representation on 
a screen of a program, option, or window.” Whether you use a computer, tablet or smart-
phone, you are faced with a plethora of icons.

On a computer running Windows you would double-click an icon showing on the Desktop 
with the left key of your mouse, or double-tap the touchpad or touch screen to open the app 
or document represented. In other parts of Windows, or on any other type of device, only a 
single click or tap of your finger would be required.  (I am often asked why this is so 
complicated, but it is because Windows is the only Operating System that is truly backward 
compatible.  Double clicking something on the Desktop dates back all the way to about 1986.)
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“Operating System? What’s an Operating System?” An operating system (or “OS”) is the 
system used to operate a device. I don’t need to go into details here, but the operating 
system is what you use when you first start a computer or device, before you add any apps 
(applications or programs) to it.

What you use depends on what you buy. If you choose Apple they make their own devices, 
you can’t buy Apple products from anyone else. Their computers run MacOS and their 
tablets and phones run iOS.  If you choose Windows you can buy devices from Microsoft or 
many other manufacturers.  All Windows devices now run Windows 10. (Microsoft no longer 
produce phones.) This was the first operating system that allowed users to run several 
different apps simultaneously and control each app via its own Window on screen, but most 
computers now include this feature. You may like to try a Chromebook computer from 
Google or another manufacturer (running ChromeOS) or you can buy a mobile phone or 
tablet that runs Google’s mobile operating system called Android. You can also buy tablet 
computers from Amazon that run FireOS which is a customised version of Android.

“A Word About Apps” The operating system controls the computer tablet or phone. It will 
probably feature a few built in apps (applications) so that you can do things like set up email, 
take, store or edit and share photos, and browse the Internet but otherwise you would 
usually want to add more to your device to make it more useful. Perhaps you have installed 
a “program” from a CD into a computer. Or perhaps you are familiar with AppStores such as 
the Apple App Store, Google Play Store or Microsoft Store. Whether it’s an app or a 
program, it’s something that has been added to the basic operating system. Older programs 
entwine their workings with the operating system. Newer apps keep all their workings within 
their own folder and just insert a control line into the operating system.  Therefore if you 
have a choice, always try to download an app from the store rather than installing from elsewhere.

“Using Your Device: The Desktop, Home Screen or Start Menu”

Windows 10 Desktop                  Windows 10 Start Menu (Desktop Mode)             Windows 10 Start Menu (Tablet Mode)

Whether you are using Windows, Android, Apple or Amazon, 
you will be familiar with clicking or tapping app icons to open 
things and use them.

Apple iOS only allows small square icons to be used, and 
spread across separate screens. Android allows for the addition 
of useful “Widgets” such as the time and date and Google 
search box (shown left), and Windows 10 provides either icons, 
small tiles, or medium/large “Live Tiles” that provide live infor-
mation at a glance without the user having to open the app.

Note the older iPhone shown features a physical home button, newer models and Android 
phones have “soft” home, back, and app-switcher/menu buttons which are tapped on screen.

Android Home Screen       Apple iPhone 5C



You can see from the Windows 10 images on the previous page that Windows offers the 
most flexibility of any system to customise your device and its operating screens.  There are 
also two different modes of operation, either traditional “Desktop” or newer “Tablet Mode.”  
Tablet Mode features large buttons and controls that are easily controlled by fingers on a 
touch screen, but many users like to use it with a mouse and keyboard on their computers 
too because it focuses on what they use every day, rather than having to sift through 
everything on the machine.

“Using The Clipboard” Using a computer, tablet, or phone, you sometimes see a button to 
“save to clipboard.” This is an invisible feature that temporarily stores information “cut” or 
“copied” from something on screen that can be “pasted” into something else. This is 
achieved by pressing and holding something selected on screen using a touch screen, or right 
clicking using a mouse, or pressing CTRL C to copy, CTRL X, to cut and CTRL V to paste using 
a physical keyboard. (This doesn’t work using a soft keyboard on screen.)

“Notifications” All Operating Systems include notifications; usually small icons that pop up 
to advise you that something has happened or requires your attention.  On mobile devices 
the notification area is at the top of the screen, drawing it down with a finger on screen 
expands it. On Windows devices and other computers running MacOS or ChromeOS the 
notification area is usually found bottom right of the screen.

Earlier today my Android phone included notifications (top left) 
showing me that I had received new email in the Outlook 
App, a website I follow had been updated in Edge Browser, 
the News App had new stories, and my handset was connected 
to the YourPhone app on my Windows 10 computer.

The notifications on the right are permanently visible, showing me the strength of my 
wireless connection, mobile signal and battery, along with the time. Drawing my finger down 
from the top of my phone screen expands the notification area, providing me with “quick 
action” buttons allowing me to turn things such as wireless, mobile data, battery saver or 
“Flight Mode” on or off, or to invoke the “Do Not Disturb” function so that my phone stays 
quiet for a period of time.  Similar features are available on Apple phones and tablets too.

Have you explored the YourPhone app yet? It arrived as part of the April 2018 update to Windows 
10 and allows you to send and receive text messages through your phone from your computer’s 
screen, and to drag and drop files from your phone to your computer without wires or using 
OneDrive.  It currently only works with Android phones but will be available for Apple phones soon.  
Open the Microsoft Store and search for “YourPhone” to download it to your Windows 10 devices.

Windows devices have always 
had notifications pop up near 
the date and time on the right-
hand end of the Taskbar 
across the bottom of the 
screen, but Windows 10 has 
enhanced these features, 
placing notifications into the 
Action Centre.

This example shows a notification 
from Twitter that popped up 
while I was writing this guide.



“The Taskbar”

On the previous page I featured a graphic of the Action Centre which now forms part of the 
Windows Notification Area. This graphic above shows my Taskbar earlier today. The lines 
under the icons on the bar show that they are running, and hovering over the MAIL app icon 
provides a small preview of my email (it is the notification from Twitter that arrived earlier.)

Enlarging the left side of it shows that my Taskbar provides quick access to
Start, (Back), Cortana (Assistant), Task View, Edge, Explorer, Microsoft Store, Mail and Calendar.

I have my computer set up so 
that these apps show on the 

Taskbar all the time.  The app I am using to write this does not stay on the Taskbar. Clicking 
icons on the Taskbar allows me to switch easily between the apps.  (The back button only 
shows in Tablet Mode - it enables me to go back to the last app I was using.)  Cortana is 
similar to Apple’s Siri or Google Assistant. The Taskbar has some similarities to Apple’s Dock.

The right of the Taskbar shows my internet connection, volume 
control, time/date and notification (Action Centre) button

Clicking the Action Centre button provides access to quick 
actions that toggle on or off, much like the ones that are 
available on Android and iOS devices. These enable me to 
turn Tablet Mode, Location, and Nearby Sharing on or off, to 
easily connect to a different device, check my network settings, 
monitor devices connected via Bluetooth, activate either 
Focus Assist or Night Light, or open the Settings App.

Focus Assist allows you to temporarily turn off all notification pop ups and sounds, or to just 
allow notifications from Priority apps or contacts.  Nightlight is a feature of Windows 10 that 
removes blue light from the screen to protect your eyes while working at night.  It can be 
toggled on and off using this button, or set to come on automatically between dusk and 
dawn, or at specific times of your choice.

Here’s a recap of the words covered in this guide: 

OS/Operating System - the workings of your device, be it Windows, MacOS, ChromeOS, iOS, 
Android or Fire. Apps/Programs - you add to your devices such as Mail, Photos, Edge, Chrome, 
Safari or LibreOffice or Microsoft Office.  Mouse/Touchpad/Touch Screen you use to control 
your device. Start or Home buttons and menus you use to manage your device. 
Desktop/Start Menu/Live Tiles/Icons you click, tap or double click to do things, or press and 
hold or right-click to choose from a list of options. Taskbar/Dock/Notifications/Action 
Centre - used to open or switch between apps or processes easily and quickly.
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